Week Seven: September 17, 2009
Welcome to week four of DC Freedom’s GMOT, where stories from the field and (more importantly)
from the DOL will be shared in order to recap and piece together the night. Don’t like what you see or
hear? Let us know in the forum: kickball365.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=405
Ball and Oates: Well, what can I say...sometimes you play the
#2 team with only 7 people on your side. We ended up losing
13-0 but hey, that team beat someone else way worse so we
don't feel quite as bad. We played as well as we could, we got
down and dirty, but overall GFY emerged as the better team.
However, we loved their spirit and occasional man bunt. Not
that we're judging guys...takes real men to play with flasks,
and I respect that. So, as the female captain, I find it
important to note that these guys were real gentlemen. We
had a tough time getting even six of us together for flip cup,
but they waited patiently (almost a half hour) for our team
members to arrive. Their ladies were also extremely patient
and we are very grateful. That said, I think they were just
trying to get us drunk enough playing survivor so that they
could come back and also destroy us at flip cup 5-1...but hey,
their captain was a 7 time survivor winner and half their
dudes ran around showing off their time at the gym via
short, tight shorts and cut off sleeves while their girls
continuously lured us onto the dance floor. How could we
really focus with that going on!? The dancing was great, the
music was fantastic, GFY was a classy group (ironic given
the name) who we really enjoyed throwin' a few back with,
and with the exception of Matt cutting his hand on Katie's
dropped beer bottle...we had an amazing time.
"You can tell the season is over when recruitment begins (and our own
teammates start agreeing to play for other teams...yeah, I noticed, jerks.)
There were a few drunken promises made of "play with our team in spring!"
but deep down inside, you know they'll probably never call. Just serves as
another reminder that the season is soon coming to a close and it will be
months before I see another shirtless orgy on the dance floor...sigh."
--Ball and Oates

GFY: Fields of Glory: After some confusion with the early
start time and laughing at random tourists chasing the geese
around the Washington Monument, we finally got going with
the game against Ball & Oates. To honor our competitor, one of
our girl GFY’ers made her kicking song Hall & Oates

“Maneater”. As much as the boys wanted (and tried) to kick
the long balls, we quickly learned that we couldn’t kick to
left field as B&O’s blonde boy outfielder was the key to their
defense. So we stuck to bunting and strategically placed long
kicks. Rocky even managed to turn a simple base hit into a
home run as he managed to round the bases ahead of the
defense all the while drinking from his not so discreet flask
(thank goodness the Park Police were off riding their bikes
someplace else). With everyone anxious to get to Kelly’s and
partake in the DOL, the game was called after the 3rd inning
with a score of 13-0. Though with the wonderful
sportsmanship displayed by B&O, GFY did what some teams
thought we’d never do and changed our chant from the
ubiquitous “Go F*@ Yourselves” to “Go F*@ the Orange Team,
We like the Yellow Team!” Notes for next week: We’ll be
working on defense as we had one girl actually duck away
from the ball instead of catching it and another time we had
a 3 stooge's-type moment with too many people going for the
pop fly and ended up missing it altogether.

Tables of Glory: After making friends on the field, GFY was
ready to continue the fun with Ball & Oates in the DOL. A
few games of survivor in and we were ready for the 8-on-8
matchup. Beer was slung, one-on-one drink-offs ensued, and
all players combined forces to dance together between
games. Although the yellow team put up a valiant fight, in
the end, GFY won the matchup 5-1. And that’s when the
evening starts to get a little fuzzy. Our usual GMOT writer was
unavailable for comment, so the rest of us had to piece
together the rest of the evening… Based on photographic
evidence and the emails flying around Friday morning with
proclamations of “my body hates me, we are officially
fighting,” it is safe to say that Thursday was a good good
night for all members of GFY. If the photos are correct, Rocky
had a shirtless boxing dance-off with the push-up guy and
at least two members of the team skipped off to the metro
happily singing their rendition of Old MacDonald Had a Farm
with a “waka waka here and a waka waka there”… The
Virginia wine festival was well attended by the team,

tolerances are at an all-season high, so look for GFY to be a
contender in this week’s flip cup tournament.
Flip Cup Tournament, Thursday , 8PM
This Thursday all flip cup beer is on the division. We have plenty of
kegs and any left over is free for all.
Your captain can split your roster into as many 5-person teams as
he or she wants. Your first team will be seeded the highest, the
second team the second highest, and so on. All teams will be seeded
based on the season rankings as of week 7.
Captains need to respond by Wednesday at 11:59 p.m. or your team(s)
won't be included in the bracket. If your captain contact Eljon.
Rules are the same as they are for the season.

to first, but then she got greedy and busted out a dead sprint
to second where she was tagged out. If they hadn’t have hit
her with the ball they sure as hell would have tagged her
out when she ended up in CF. You can run through first, but
not second or third. Remember that. Mark got on, Jason got
on, Andrea got on, and Mike got on as well. Kira, all 5’1” of
her, came straight off the mean streets of Courthouse and
delivered the biggest kick of the night. Plating 3 runners and
sealing the fate of Elephantitis. Bringing us to THE PLAYER OF
THE WEEK. Kira kicks with gladiator sandals on, but she
might as well be one too because she was straight killin
people. 3 rbi’s, and a nice catch at 2nd base. On a side note, I
am instituting this award for one week and one week only.
LEAST VALUABLE PLAYERS go to the Rees brothers. Honestly
how do you forget the cooler. I would forget my shoes before
I forgot the cooler. You are veterans, now play like veterans.
Im only kidding… but not really.

The Bar: We came in with a strategy and we executed the

Every week they hike up their shorts higher and higher.

Youth in Asia: The Game: We started out kinda slow, that
pregame shot of vodka might not have been such a good idea.
We allowed them to get the bases loaded with zero outs. Not
exactly the way you want to start, but our lock down
defense prevented them from doing any damage. They had
an opportunity to score but failed to capitalize and advance
any runners by tagging up. I know, I could believe it either,
and yes, Tom, that was the same runner that was there
before. After a game of cat and mouse between Tom and the
runner and a short pop up to Jason, we got out of the inning
unscathed. Bottom half of the first we got our typical 2 runs
to start the game thanks to Marks line drive to center with
two outs. The second inning proved to be a stalemate with
the highlight of the night coming off of Lisa’s face and right
into my hands. You are not supposed to try to eat the ball,
but it was funny. The third inning was a lot more of the
same. Will playing CF like Willie Mays, Jason playing first like
Stretch Armstrong. We did manage to tack on another run
with a homerun from Chad, and almost went back to back
with a homerun from Dave, but thanks to some not so great
coaching from Tom, Dave got his left leg almost taken off,
while trying to score providing us with the only Stacey
moment of the night. The fourth inning is when we decided
that enough was enough and Lisa started it off with a single

strategy. The theme of the night was win- win. As in win at
kickball and win at flip cup and we did just that. We got
there early and played a nice little game of survivor and
once one person got eliminated, we had our team. Andrea
stepped up big, not even thinking that she was going to make
the squad, but ended up in the final four. Lisa and Mike
squared off in the YIA championship and Lisa came out
victorious. We took on Ele and stormed out to a 3-0
advantage. After a minor miscue and Tom getting a little too
cocky, letting the other team catch up before he even started
drinking is not a good strategy, we gave them a couple
games. Then we inserted our dominance once again and took
the next two and our first victory in a long time. Lisa didn’t
get kicked out last night so I would consider the night a great
success. I would attribute that to her absolute refusal to drink
while at the game more than anything. PLAYA OF THE WEEK
goes to Lisa, Mike, Dave, Tom, and Myself. We straight
dominated people in flip cup after we won our match, and
when I say dominated, we made people quit. We drilled 3
different teams, and it wasn’t even close.

Even a glade plug-in can't keep the
diaper smell of the DOL out.

BSC: The Game: The first inning started off with a bang. In
the usual BSC style, 3 bunts loaded the bases and a sacrifice
by “Off In the” Parker put BSC on the board early. Katherine
singled deep, scoring both Quinn and Tommy. Following
successful bunts and a long single by Wild Bill Pecos, the
inning ended with BSC up 4-0. FFOB finished up the inning
with BSC leading 4-1 If the first inning started with a bang,
then second inning was an all out atomic explosion. Amber
bunted on, Adam reached an infield single. Emily bunted on,
with Amber being tagged out at 3rd. I, myself, was able to
reach on a dropped pop-fly. Biel kicked in 2 runs. With a
bunt by Quinn, the bases were loaded for Tommy. With a long
single, Mike and Biel scored – though not with each other.
Parker reached on a long single, knocking in another run
and Katherine reached on an FFOB error. Roy kicked next,
shooting a bomb to deep right center for a 3 run home
run. Courtney reached on an error and Will made it to first
base with a single to right with so much power on it, the girl
attempting to catch it fell to the ground…again, classy Will!
Amber again bunted, followed by Adam who reached on an
infield single. Emily “I need a nickname because I’m really
good” McCormack bunted in Amber and made it to first
safely. Mike bunted on bringing up Biel. With a bunt scoring
Adam and Emily, Biel made it to first sending me to second.
Up next Quinn scored Mike and Biel. Next Tommy and Parker
both reached safely. Katherine reached on a single bringing
up once again Big Roy. Standing tall, Roy booted a deep shot
to center field for another home run, remarking as he trotted
in a Manny Ramirez style “She looked lonely!” Courtney got
the final out in one hell of a BSC inning, score 23-1! To the
bottom of the – yes – SECOND inning we go. With a kick two
outs, batter 3 (as deemed in my notes) doubled. Batter singled,
advancing the runner to 3rd. FFOB was once again
threatening. A quick pop-out ended the inning and quelling
any threat. BSC came out strong again this week by having
a game called due to the fact that the 7:15 teams were done
with a final score of 31-1…could actually be more.

The Bar: Showing up to Kelly’s with equipment in tow, we
made our presence quickly known by saying “F flip cup” and
dancing as soon as we had beer in our hands. After a rousing
game of survivor flip cup with a montage of other teams, BSC
took to the dance floor again and partied hardy like there
was no tomorrow. Finally, the sanctimonious tones of
Madonna blasted over the loud speaker and BSC shirts came
off, per usual to the snickers and glares of the other teams.
Jealousy…so unnecessary. As we danced, we were all
shocked by the sudden appearance of our brother-in-arms
Roy, who had left to go play more kickball. Roy heard the
song as he entered and his shirt was off before he made it to
the last step, when he quickly intermingled with the other
sweaty flesh baring dancing (read: jumping). We also won

flip cup. MOST VALUABLE PLAYER – Roy “Big Poppy” Gifford.
Roy popped off 2 home runs in the same inning and pitched
an amazing game.

Catrina gives a new meaning to power suit.

FistFul of Balls: FFoB had the tough match-up this week, BSC.
The name preceded them with epic fashion. Many FFoBers
were scared of the smackdown about to ensue. But 9 brave
souls forged through, and were prepared to show BSC what
we're made of, make them sob all the booze out of them. FFoB
took to the field in the top of the first, and with a couple
great catches, no errors, and a good tag-out, we held BSC to a
measly 3 runs. The bottom of the first was even better. Mike
French getting a line-drive single to lead off was just the
boon we needed. The feet rallied, another single on a BSC
catching error put men on first and second. A sly bunt, plus
a fielders choice got Mike to third, with one out. Captain
Walker took to the plate and launched a deep fly out to
right. A simple sacrifice brought Mike home for a run. (Yes
that's right we scored, bitches). Gloating heavily at posting
the third run against BSC this season might not have been
the best idea yet. BSC came alive in the second. A couple
fielding errors, overthrows, and missed plays let BSC rack up
23ish runs. The devastated FFoBers were not able to muster
up any more force in the bottom of the second. A better
round of fielding let BSC only post another 6 runs. Sadly, the
bottom of the third seemed like a comeback was happening
when bases were filling up, with no outs. Sadly, BSC was
able to prevent a second run from being scored, and being
overly embarrassed. Final: 32-1 (that's 32:1, a slightly better
ratio than many teams have posted this year.)
Down in the DoL, FFoB suffered an even more embarrassing
5-0 loss. We place blame heavily on the proprietors of the
Irish Times for having the stock of "good" cups depleted,
making flipping even harder than it normally is for us.

" I'd like to send a shout out to
Jesseka's stirrup leggings." – Catrina
(BttM)

SaLTS: Week 7, SaLTS, for the
first time was struggling to
field a team. We had exactly 11
players, and with a team full
of 13 girls, only 4 were able to
show up. Unbelievable. People
act like work, job interviews,
and personal health are more
important. NEWS FLASH:
THEY. ARE. NOT. With a small amount of people, there was
really no theme that we could do justice, so we decided to get
back to our winning ways and actually wear the WAKA
approved uniform. We were up against BttM and knew that
the matchup on the field would be a cakewalk compared to
the horror stories we have heard about them dominating on
the flip cup tables. The scoring went back and forth for the
first few innings, then we took an 8-6 lead going into the top
of the 5th. Two quick outs, including a diving/bobbling catch
by our pitcher (must have been the shooters sleeve) and a
great catch by Colleen, gave us confidence that we could
close out the game. BttM did not go quietly, as the next batter
kicked a triple to deep left field. Things got scary with the
tying run at the plate, but a pop out to centerfield closed out
the game. SaLTS tasted victory once again and is ready to do
what the previous 6 teams could not and beat BttM at flip
cup.
To make a long story short (and an epic defeat less
embarrassing), I will give props to BttM for being LEGIT at flip
cup and completely dominating us 5-0. I mean all teams have
a weak link, someone has a bad round here and there,
sudden dance parties disturb your mojo, or the fact that 15+
dudes take their shirts off may temporarily blind you… but
not BttM. They are all flip cup all the time. They are good.
Really, really good. A lot better than we had anticipated. e
were so disappointed with ourselves that we could not even
imagine being seen anymore in the DoL. We took our act

upstairs for the rest of the evening and decided to hang out
there. So that being said, I think we can all take solace in the
fact that Miley Cyrus turns 18 in 430 days (November 23,
2010) and it is guaranteed to be one hell of a PARTY… in
the USA (see what I did there? Genius right?).

Though they might not be the best kickers, they sure are good at cheering!

Balls to the Mall: Bttm came poised this week to defend their
honor and their winning streak. Shit, who am I kidding, BttM
has no honor and rumor is a few of them are soulless (and I
don’t mean their token ginger). BttM played a close game
against Single and Looking to Score, who attempted to distract
them with Michael Jackson music. The game was tight the
whole way through in an epic “Little Giants” versus “The
Sandlot” kids kind of way. Ultimately, SaLTS prevailed, but
BttM played with heart and booze. MVP – leaping over a mere
mortal third basemen and Superman-ing the shit out of third
base, Will earned BttM’s prestigious player of the week award.
For his endeavors and belly flop on to third base injuries, the
team promised to not make fun of him on the gmail chain
for at least a week.

Flip cup: 2 words: Shut Out.
Rumor has it… another team’s pitcher has a crush on one
of the lovely ladies of BttM. I wasn’t there for the
conversation, but he might have confessed his love in the
DOL. Wedding invitations to follow.

What has Drew started?

Menace to Society IV Vs. Puttin' Pitches in its Place: W-L
SaLTS Vs. Balls to the Mall: 8-6
IDLY Vs. Menace to Society IV: 9-8
Youth in Asia Vs. Elephantitis: 7-1
Swift Kick in the Grass Vs. Monumental Disaster: 4-0
Team GFY Vs. Ball and Oates: 13-0
BSC Vs. FistFul of Balls: 32-1

Power Poll: Week 7
1. Big Slick Cowboys – BSC allowed another run on the season in week 7 against FFoB, but they scored an amazing 32. There is
little question that this team should be at the top of the rankings going into week 8, where they play 4-win SaLTS. Their weak strength
of schedule and lack of experience against quality sides may hurt them come playoff time.
2. Youth in Asia – YiA has moved up one ranking this week simply because they have played a better defense on the season, and
their recent wins have been against better opponents than GFY’s (SKitG & SaLTS). They need to put away BttM early in week 8 to
retain this spot on the standings.
3. GFY – Sure, GFY recorded a 13-0 shut out against BaO in week 7, but their opponents in the past 3 games have had a combined 219 record on the season. Things aren’t changing much for GFY when they play FFoB in week 8. GFY should dominate, and if there is
any weakness shown by YiA, GFY will move back up the polls.
4. SKitG – After a strong showing in week 7, shutting out MD, SKitG has locked down the 4 spot again this week. SKitG plays M2S,
who seems to bring a different team out everytime they play, in week 8. SKitG needs to be ready for battle in week 8 to take down
whatever M2S throws at them.
5. I Dewey Love You – IDLY dropped because of a bye week in week 6. They have moved right back up the poll with help from their
competition losing (BttM, M2S, Ele). They have shown that they can play kickball during the course of the season, and could record an
upset or two on Super Saturday.
6. Single and Looking to Score – SaLTS has finally returned to their winning ways beating BttM in a thriller on week 7. As they look
forward they have the monstrous task of playing BSC. If SaLTS can click on all cylinders on week 7, they have a chance at taking
advantage of BSC’s lack of schedule, and upsetting.
7. Menace 2 Sobriety IV – This team has been all over the map, but if they have their strong players show to games, they can compete
with any team in the league. They are playing #4 ranked SKitG in week 8’s matchup of the week. This game should be a dandy as we
head into the post season.
8. Balls to the Mall – BttM moves down a couple spots on the rankings after losing in a heartbreaker to SaLTS on week 8. BttM has
shown that they can compete against decent teams, and they face a big test in week 8 when they play undefeated YiA. If they can pull
off an upset, they will turn a lot of heads right before the playoffs.
rd
9. Monumental Disaster – MD went 1-1 on week 7, and picked up their 3 win of the season, separating them from all of the
remaining teams on this poll. Much more was expected out of MD on the season, and hopefully they can pull it together and be
competitive in the play-offs.
10. Elephantitis – Ele now has 4 losses on the season, and they continue to struggle against superior competition. They finally have a
chance to flex in week 8 when they match up against BaO who allowed 13 runs last time they were our.
th
11. Free Iran – FI is probably the best 11 ranked team you will see. They have struggled with numbers, and that has cost them a
couple of games. If they show up in full force, they are a team to be reckoned with. They should roll through PPitP in week 8.
12. Ball and Oates – BaO moved up despite losing by 13 because they at least showed up to their game and PPitP did not. BaO will
have a chance to move up more if they can upset #10 Ele in week 8.

13. Putting Pitches in their Places – PPitP disappointingly forfeited a winnable game in week 7, and couldn’t show what they had. Of
the 1 win teams, they still have the better run differential and will have another chance to win next week when they play a very beatable
BaO team.
14. My Balls, Your Field – Totally defeated on the season, but they moved up due to FFoB’s lack of defense. In week 8, MBYF will try
to avoid being the only team in the league not to win a game during the regular season. They are in luck, because they play FFoB who
is currently in the basement in the rankings.
15. Fistful of Balls – FFoB is the worst defensive team on the season by 19 runs after allowing an astounding 32 in week 7. A higher
ranking despite their 2 wins (one was a forfeit win) cannot be justified with their recent lack of defense. Hopefully this team can lock it
up on defense a little better in week 8 when they play both GFY and MBYF before the playoffs.

Love is definitely in the air…err the DOL! Teams have been caught mingling on
and off the field. Some have even been connected to DJ Julien. Though this
pic of our lovely DJ looks innocent, we all saw him pin this chic up against one
of the poles in the dungeon. Just sayin'.

Spirit Award Announcement:

The candidates for the 2009 WAKA Summer League Golden Spirit Finger-Bang Award are as follows (in no particular order):

BSC: With their cowboy flare and love of stripping to Madonna, this team might have what it takes to bring home the prestigious award.
SKitG: A Swift Kick has been rocking mad shades all season and mingling with all. They might have a good chance at winning.
Single and Looking to Score: This team has participated in many team-inspired theme parties. Even though their pitcher only has one
sleeve, they could totally win the award.
Balls to the Mall: With their shark attacks and festive cups at the beginning of the season, coupled with all of their blue accessories might
make them the winners. Did I mention they won a similar award in their spring season?
Elephantitis: Why? Because anyone willing to hike their shorts so high that everyone looks like have camel toe is reason enough to be a
candidate.

Bummed that you aren't on the list? Well too bad. Not enough people gave your team shout-outs, so step it up next
season and maybe you'll have a chance at the Golden Spirit Finger-Band Award.
Now what? The winner is in your hands. You have one last week to observe the teams and their spirit. After the games and
the DOL on Thursday, send me your votes for the three teams you think showed the most spirit. Make sure you rank them as
first second and third. I'll tally the votes and the winner will be announced at the end of season party. Happy voting!
END OF SEASON PARTY, Saturday, Sept. 26 @ 8 PM
- @ Kellys Irish Times (We apologize for Town Tavern not working out they yanked our chain for too long and we gave up on them)
- 80s themed! Its "Like a Prayer" of BSC's was answered: Whether you
channel your inner preppie, yuppie, punk or a new waver... come out
and get down in the style of the decade that brought you everything
from Deloreans to Devo.

Just when you thought the pictures
couldn't become more embarrassing… we've
now added video in to the mix. Check out
DC Freedom's YouTube page for some
slightly embarrassing footage:

- $5 - Open bar – (beer and rail) from 8 - 12.

http://www.youtube.com/user/DCFreedomKickball
http://www.kickball365.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=405&t=9948
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